
Discovery Summer–Camp 2012 
 

The Discovery Summer-Camp was organized by Teach First 
Deutschland. That was the first English Discovery Camp and was in 
Hamburg from Sunday to Friday (22.06. – 27.06.2012). In this Camp 
are ca. 40 participants and 15-20 Teamers. Most of all the people 
came from other towns like Berlin, Köln, Dortmund and other. Only 
four came from Hamburg. The participants and their fellows who 
doesn`t came from Hamburg came by train. Some people have a drive 
for four hours. The participants came from much different nations. 
They came from Germany, Turkey and Romania.  

 

In our Camp we did many different things, so first we had to choose 
one of the three workshops: Business, Environment and Media. In 
this ws-groups we meet every day and talk about themes round about 
our workshops. We done some excursions. At Monday we had a boat 
tour in the harbor and get some informations about the harbor and 
the ships in there. We done a campus-ralley at the general 
university, that was Tuesday. At Wednesday we split us in two 
groups. One group visit the N-Joy Radio from NDR and the second 
group go to the Stage-School. At N-Joy, we saw what a radio 
moderator have to do or how you can you make an advertisement 
more interesting (f.e. with background-sound or something other 
special effects). And every day we do “special things”. At monday we 
had a boat trip in the harbor and get some informations about the 
harbor and some ships in there. We split us in two groups again and 
the first group went to a concert of rock band. The second group 
saw the musical “Sister Act”, this was at Tuesday.  



At Wednesday we go into the city and go shopping for some hours, or 
visit the H.S.V. soccer stadium or stay at our hostel. Now today 
(Thursday) is a big party. Today is our last full today together 
because tomorrow is the presentation and we all show our parents 
what we done in this week in the workshops. Every group have three 
small groups and these groups of one workshop have different 
themes they presentade.  

 

My own direction about this camp is very good and we all had a lot of 
fun. Everybody found new friends or maybe fell in love and this is 
great I think. I`m sad (and I think or better … I know everybody 
think so to) because we have to go back home but nobody want it. But 
one sentence everyboday can say: “This summer-camp was very, very 
(and very much very`s more) good camp. 

 

Lucas 

 


